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Best time to visit destin beach florida

For many people, the ideal holiday is the beach. These warm weather tourists think sunshine, white sand, cocktails in coconut shells and clear water make a perfect holiday. But what if you don't see it that way? What if you're one of those people who thinks of the beach as a place for sunburn, toe sand and skin-dry salt water? Or maybe
you're not that negative. You may think that an afternoon on the beach is fine. But a weekend or a whole week? Boring. If you like your beach in smaller cans, there is hope for you. Here are eight beach destinations that are ideal for people who don't like the beach. The other attractions in these places make your holiday by the sea not
only tasty, but downright pleasant. elPadawan/Flickr. Along the south coast of New Jersey, Atlantic City offers one of america's oldest and most famous promenades. The beaches of the city centre offer a lively and social scene (in summer). There are beach bars and burger joints, and most of Atlantic City's major hotels offer oceanfront
rooms. The waves are often surfable during the high tourist season and attract some of the best surfers on the east coast. If you don't care about beaches, you can of course stroll through the historic promenade and shop, eat, sightseeing and watch people. The city's many casinos are within walking distance of the sand, as well as
additional shopping. And Atlantic City returned live entertainment when Las Vegas was nothing more than a patch of Nevada desert. The only downside to this New Jersey destination is that it's not warm enough to swim all year round. Nicki Mannix/Flickr. Venice Beach is a popular place for visitors to Los Angeles and offers one of the
most colorful sea scenes on the West Coast. The sand is overcrowded with sun worshippers and the water is floating, if not crystal clear. People watching is what makes Venice a total tourist attraction (as opposed to simply a beach destination). Venice is home to iconic places such as Muscle Beach and the cobbled boardwalk area –
called Ocean Front Walk – which is a popular spot for roller skaters, performance artists and buskers. This promenade is not only a great place for people to watch, it also holds a variety of attractions, from tourist souvenir stalls and clothing boutiques henna tattoo artists and fortune tellers. Dennis Jarvis/Flickr. The crystal clear waters of
the Croatian Riviera have made Dubrovnik one of the most popular destinations of this decade. There are a variety of beach options here. The beach of Lapad, a few miles outside the city center, has clean sand and a perfectly balanced setup: bars and shops at one end for the beach scene crowd and overcrowded, more secluded
stretches of sand at the other end for those looking for some sand solitude. Pebble beaches, closer to the old town, are alternatives that are equally popular in summer. Dubrovnik is a sightseeing sights The historic old town competes with the Italian cities of the Amalfi Coast in terms of history, photoworthiness and atmosphere. An
energetic summer party scene takes place all over the city and a walk throughout the old old town walls is a great way to enjoy the unique ambience of this timeless place. Michael Gwyther-Jones/Flickr. Once a sleepy coastal village near Monaco, Cannes and Nice, the city of Saint-Tropez became a hit among the jets after it was featured
in the 1950s Brigitte Bardot film And God Created Woman. Beaches are the undeniable stars of the show here. Tahiti Beach is one of the most charming sandy beaches in Europe, while the more relaxed beaches of Pampelonne and Jumeaux are attractive for families and the chill-out crowd. Within walking distance of the sand you will
find fine cafés, vibrant local markets and plenty of shopping. Although the boutiques here are not cheap, local and domestic wines and souvenirs will not break the bank. The atmospheric harbour area has a charming historical flair (with the exception of the multi-million dollar yachts, which are a sightseeing attraction in their own right).
William Cho/Flickr. Sentosa is an island located next to the mainland of Singapore. With a nearly 2-mile stretch of man-made beach, this is where Singaporeans come when they want to hit the sand. The beaches are divided into three areas. Tanjong Beach offers a distinct lack of crowds and a sense of tranquility, while Palawan Beach is
very family friendly and Siloso offers a vibrant social scene with many bars and waterfront cafés. The other attractions on the island make it a great destination for non-beach lovers. Within walking distance of the sand, Resorts World Sentosa features a huge aquarium and theme park, while Siloso Point offers a glimpse of Singapore's
colonial past with a collection of historic buildings. Sentosa also has a golf course, spas and one of the best butterfly gardens in the world. All these attractions are within minutes of each other, making it an ideal destination to leave your beach-loving companions on the sand and have fun inland. Andrea Schaffer/Flickr. Da Nang is best
known as a central Vietnamese port city and also has some of the best beaches in the region. It has almost 20 miles of sandy coastline, a growing collection of upscale beach resorts and a wide seafront promenade. The famous China Beach, once a popular place for American military personnel stationed in Vietnam in the 1960s, offers a
range of amenities on the sand and surfable waves. Locals prefer to drive to the centrally located My Khe Beach or Non Nuoc Beach, which is the largest town centre of Da Nang. However, the list of attractions goes far beyond the coast. The city's incredibly fresh seafood, numerous shopping opportunities and historic attractions such as
Marble Mountain and a museum of ancient Cham artifacts give tourists plenty to do when it's time to kick out of the sand. warrenski/Flickr. At the southernmost tip of the continent lies South Africa's Cape Town and is one of the most picturesque cities in the world. The beaches here are very attractive during the summertime of the
southern hemisphere. The ubiquitous Table Mountain offers breathtaking views that allow even the most unenthusiastic beach-goers to enjoy the afternoon on the sand. Camps Bay and St. James Beach are the most popular places, although Boulders Beach, with its unique rock formations and sympathetic penguin population, is a delight
for all visitors. There is also a lot to do off the beach. The attractive Two Oceans Aquarium, historic Robben Island (the prison where Nelson Mandela sat) and the colourful Bo-Kaap district are great sightseeing opportunities to spend time off the beach, and there are plenty of shopping, restaurants and wine bars in the heart of the city.
Glenn Harper/Flickr. Sydney's Bondi Beach is arguably Australia's most famous sandy beach. His well-known life-saving group, the world's oldest rescue corps, watches over the crowded waters, where sunbathers, swimmers and surfers create one of the world's liveliest beach scenes. But also away from sun tanning, water sports and
swimming becomes much actionless. Campbell Parade, Sydney's main seaside boulevard, offers restaurants, bars, shopping and some of the best people in Australia. The Marine Discovery Center and popular outdoor markets are extras you can put on your itinerary. There is also a promenade that sits along the picturesque cliffs that sit
outside the beach area. KieferPix/ShutterstockThanks to Instagram and Travel Supermarket, a UK-based price comparison site, it's easy to track some of the most popular on the planet. After a thorough review #beach hashtags were referenced on Instagram, the following 12 most visited beaches emerged superbly. Take a look at the
dozen most popular stretches of coastline in the world and start adding favorites to your beach bucket list. Here's a shock: When people voted for the best beach in the United States, this place beat Hawaii. Deb22/ShutterstockOnly accessible by boat, helicopter or seaplane, this four-mile-long sandy beach on Whitsunday Island is the
Instagrammed beach of the world. Quartz-like and bright white, the sand here does not hold heat like most other types of sand do, making it easy to walk barefoot all day comfortably. Camp facilities are provided for overnight guests, but plan in advance for reservations as this piece of paradise is in high demand. Fun fact: Some say the
sand was used here to make the glass used in the Hubble Space Telescope in the 1970s, but NASA never verified this claim. If you can't travel to Australia, visit these amazing beaches that are better in winter. Ppictures/ShutterstockThere are so many Hawaiian beaches that you can Lanikai's name means heavenly sea, and a view of this
beach on the eastern shores of Oahu and it is clear that its moniker fits perfectly. Somewhat difficult to find, the access point is hidden between houses in a neighborhood called Lanikai in Kailua. Once there, the powder-white sand and turquoise water are among the best in Hawaii. Perfectly located for watching sunrise, Lanikai Beach has
increased from a mile to about half, but its beauty is still incomparable, with picture-perfect views of two tropical islands just off the coast. The calm waters are perfect for kayaking, but snorkelers love it for its reefs and the silence of the water. The nearest bathrooms, picnic tables and outdoor showers are close to Kailua Beach Park. If
you're looking for affordable accommodation on your beach holiday, visit these 12 beachfront hotels that you can actually afford. EQRoy/ShutterstockThis crescent-shaped section of rosy pink sandy beach – a mixture of crushed coral, coral and calcium carbonate – is Bermuda's most famous, and for good reason. The dramatic rock
formations around the crystal clear waters are home to hidden caves and coves that are perfect for the adventurous. Climb to the top of the highest rock formation to catch a stellar sunrise. For the little ones, the enclosed part of the bay, known as Port Royal Cove, keeps the big waves outside. Beach chairs, umbrellas, paddle boards and
more can be rented. Kamira/ShutterstockThis island north of the Cuban mainland offers ultrafine white sand and shallow aquamarine water, where wild flamingos are often seen sunbathing. Named after the white ibis known as coconut birds in Cuba, Cayo Coco Beach was the scene of several scenes on the Hemingway Islands in the
creek and the Old Man and the Sea. The Cays here are protected by a stunning coral reef that provides quiet beaches and makes this a top spot for diving and snorkeling. Many all-inclusive resorts on the island offer a variety of water sports. AeroPictures/ShutterstockWhere the Caribbean Sea meets the Atlantic Ocean on the east coast
of the Dominican Republic, the water is always warm and the soft white sand continues for miles. While some parts of this beach are lined with resorts and the mild breeze is just strong enough for windsurfing, other routes are quiet and clear, with nary a lot or wave in sight. Wherever you go, tropical palm trees shoot out of the sand and
provide cooling shade from the hot Caribbean sun. Local artisans sell handmade crafts and crafts at a central point known as Plaza Bévaro, while vendors near the resort area sell up and down the beach and beachvisitors can offer everything from cool drinks to shiny trinkets. Get some ideas about perfect places to visit with this list of 10
beaches with the clearest water in the world. Olena Granko/ShutterstockOne of Cape Town's most visited beaches, Boulders Beach, is the only place in the world where African penguins can come up close. The protected beach consists of Nestled between granite rocks, the beach deserves its name. Three wheelchair-friendly
promenades ensure that everyone can catch a glimpse of these charming tuxedo birds as they wade around. Children especially love climbing over the boulders, exploring the rock pools and swimming in the clear False Bay water. Now an endangered species, the African penguins here are partly protected by a conservation fee, which
you contribute from 65 rand (about 4.50 USD). Helen Hotson/ShutterstockWho says you can't find a beautiful stretch of coastline in England? Seven miles of golden sand across four separate beach areas include Bournemouth Beach, embracing a coastal town bearing the same name. Nestled under a dramatic cliff, the bay enjoys some
of the warmest sea temperatures in the UK and stunning views of the Isle of Wight and the Isle of Purbeck. In August, visit the Bournemouth Air Festival, a free, four-day event with amazing flight demonstrations and live entertainment. Long piers fly over the ocean, making it easy to spend a day fishing or watching surfers approach the
waves further off the coast. Gus Garcia/ShutterstockOne of the most unusual beaches in the world, the three-mile-long Pink Sands Beach is also one of the only beaches in the Bahamas where you can ride. On the eastern shores of Harbour Island, the pale pink sand that serves as the beach's claim to fame is really thousands of broken
coral pieces, shells and calcium carbonate materials left behind by Foraminifera, tiny marine animals with red and pink shells that live in the coral reefs around the beach. With calm, translucent water, Pink Sands Beach is also popular for swimming and snorkeling. The island itself is home to several charming, luxurious hideaways that are
perfect for a romantic getaway. If you love pink sand, take a look at this guide to the most beautiful pink sandy beaches in the world. Petr Malyshev/ShutterstockSmack in the center of a popular resort, Ao Nang Beach is known as one of the best places in the world to watch the sunset over the horizon. The low tide creates a ripple effect in
the water as the waves recede from the shore, leaving a glittering layer of soft sand. Ao Nang is also a popular base for unique long-tailed boats that take visitors to the nearby islands. Hotels, shops and restaurants line the street that embraces the coast, making it easy to spend a night – or a week – overlooking the beach. Simon
Dannhauer/ShutterstockOnly about a mile south of the ruins of Tulum, this beach offers a perfect way to start or end a day exploring the ruins. With an average of 290 sunny days and a coral reef just off the coast, perfect for divers and snorkelers, it is the remote feeling of this beautiful beach that is the main attraction here. Towering palm
trees with curved necks and rustic thatched roof huts to shade beachgoers from the sun are pretty much everything that scores the stunning white sandy beach, but it's the aqua water that Star of the show. Even if you can't make it to this beach, check out this list of the 15 best beaches you can visit in 2019 avtk/ShutterstockThe limestone
cliffs that sticking around the rugged coast of the southern Bukit peninsula near Bali give this stunning beach a secluded feel. The beach itself has strong currents off the coast and significant breaks that attract surfers from all over the world. But who wants to deal with it when you can just lie on the sand, supervise the incredible view and
indulge in a cheap massage for less than 7 dollars? jpbarcelos/Shutterstock This idyllic, family-friendly, 13-mile stretch of the Caribbean coast offers warm, shallow water that stretches into the sea, allowing beachgoers to go quite far out while staying afloat, hence these beautiful Instagram shots. Spacious resorts can be found up and
down Grace Bay Beach, each offering everything from parasailing to catamaran cruises and everything in between. But with a beach this beautiful, the best thing to do, dig your toes into the sand under the shade of a Casuarina tree and practice the art of relaxation. Enthusiastic divers love the mammoth undersea wall off Grand Turk.
Also, Turks and Caicos is home to one of the best all-inclusive resorts in the world. Originally published: 22 May 2019
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